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THIS IS A REVISED SE1TLEMENT AGREEMENT OF THE SETrLEMENT 
11 AGREEMENT THAT THE PARTIES EXECUI'ED ON APRIL 5, 1995. THIS 
REVISED SE1TLEMENT AGREEMENT CONTAINS CHANGES FROM THE 
12 ORIGINAL REQUIRED TO CONFORM TO THE LOCAL RULES (DESIGNATION 
OF LOCAL COUNSEL, AND 28-LINE PAPER), CORRECT TYPOGRAPHICAL 
13 ERROlt~, CHANGE DBSIGNATION or COUNSEL FOR EEOC, AND ADD DATES 
IN APPENDIX 3 (PROPOSED ORDER). IN ADDmON, rr INCLUDJrS THE 
14 PARTIES' AGREEMENT MODII'YING THE INDIVIDUAL REI,IP PROVISIONS 
OF THE SE1TLEMENT AGREEMENT AND APPENDICES TO CLARIFY THAT 
IS THE ESTATES OF DECEASED CLASS MEMBERS. ARE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE 
RELIEF (SE'ITLEMENT AGREEMENT, SECTION VD.A.2, EXBIBrr 1, PAGE 8; 
16 APPENDIX 1, 11 2 AND 3, EXHIBrr 1, PAGES 19-20; AND THE NOTICE, 
APPENDIX 2, PART THREE, 16, EXHIBIT 1, PAGE 27, AND EXHIBIT 2, PAGE 
17 4). THIS REVISED SE1TLEMENT AGREEMENT SUPERCEDES THE 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT EXECUTED BY THE PARTIES ON APRIL 5, 1995. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
2 CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
3 EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY ) 
COMMISSION, ) SEI1UMfNr AGREEMENT 
4 ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
5 ) 
v. ) CIVIL ArnON NO. 
6 ) CV 76-2899-MRP 
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.; ) 
7 AIRLINE STEWARDS AND ) 
STEWARDESSES ASSOCIATION, ) 
8 LOCAL 551, TRANSPORT WORKERS ) 
UNION OF AMERICA, AFL-CIO, ) 
9 ) 
Defendants. ) 
10 ) 
UNDA KNOX-SCmLllNGER, et al., ) 
11 ) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
12 ) 
v. ) CIVIL ArnON NO. 
13 ) CV 8O-1845-MRP 
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES: INC., ) 
14 ) 
Defendant. ) 
15 ) 
16 SECTION I. 
17 lDSTORY OF LA wsurr 
18 These are consolidated actions brought by plaintiffs Equal Employment Opportunity 
19 Commission ("EEOC") and Linda Knox-Schillingef, on her own behalf and on behalf of other 
20 female flight attendants ethe Knox-ScbilJinger class") employed by Trans World Airlines, Inc. 
21 ("TW A"). The EEOC action was filed in the United States District Court for the Central 
22 District of California ("the California Court" or "this Court") on September 10, 1976. The 
23 Knox-Schillinger action was originally flIed on October 18. 1977, in the United States District 
24 Cour:t for the Southern District of New York, C.A. No. 77 Civ. 5072. The Knox-Schillinger 
25 case was certified as a class action pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 23 on June 16, 1978. Thereafter, 
26 the case was transferred to this Court and consolidated with EEOC's case for all purposes. 
27 
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Plaintiffs alleged that various aspects of TWA's fonner maternity leave--of-absence policy for 
2 flight attendants and ground non-contract employees violated Tide VII of the Civil Rights Act 
3 of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e !;1 ~ ("Tide VU"). Plaintiffs sought declaratory, 
4 injunctive, and qlonctary relief. including back pay. The Independent Federation of Flight 
5 Attendants ("IFFA "), the collective bargaining representative for TWA's flight attendants, was 
6 named as a defendant under Rule 19(a), Fed.R.Civ.P., in order to fashion complete relief. 
7 The issues of liability and relief were bifurcated for trial lid the liability issues were 
8 fully tried to this Court in January, 1982, with defendant IFFA participaq at trial on behalf 
9 of plaintiffs. At trial, EEOC claimed that TWA violated Title VII by (1) placing female flight 
10 attendants on leave of absence immediately upon pregnm:y; (2) denying accrual of SCDiority for 
11 vacation purposes to cel1Iin ground employees on maternity leave; and (3) denying the same sick 
12 leave benefits to pregoant fligbt attcDdanIs aDd certain ground. employees that employees injured 
13 in industrial accideIIII received. Tbe lCnox-Scbi1Jjpger class joiDed with BBOC at trial on the 
14 first issue which bad also been all~ed in its complaint. 
15 TWA dcDied that each of these alleged actions violated TIde VB. 
16 On January 10, 1983, this Court IIIDOUDCCid from the bcDch that TWA's policy of placing 
17 flight atteodants on leave of absence immediately upon pregnancy violated Tide VII. This Court 
18 did not render any decision on the remaining issues and the Settlement Agreement provides no 
19 relief for those issues as they are no longer in dispute. The parties entered into an agreement 
20 in April 1984 pursuant to which TWA agreed to restore any lost seniority to. the, affected 
21 employees. EEOC has abandoned the sick leave benefits issue after reassessing its legal position 
22 on this issue. 
23 On January 31. 1992, TWA filed a voluntary petition for relief under Chapter 11 of the 
24 Bankruptcy Code in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware ("the 
25 Bankruptcy Coun"). EEOC and the Knox-Schillinger class fLIed proofs of claim based on their 
26 respective lawsuits. TWA objected to each proof of claim. The parties believe that continued 
27 
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litigation would require substantial expendirures of time and money with no certainty as to the 
2 final outcome. Therefore, in order to avoid the burden, expense, and delay of funher litigation 
3 and to finally resolve these matters, EEOC, the representative of the Knox-Schillinger class, 
4 TWA, and IFFA have accepted a settlement agreement that they believe fairly compromises the 
5 parties' positions and is reasonable, adequate, and in the best interests of the class. Defendant 
6 TW A continues to deny any wroogdoiog and by entering into this Settlement Agreement does 
7 not admit that its maternity leave-of-abseace policy violated Title YD. 
8 
9 
10 A. 
SEC110N 11. 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
This Court bas jurisdiction of the subject matter of this action and of the parties 
11 hereto. 
12 B. The tepreseutative plaintiff for the class of flight atteodants in Civil Action' No. 
13 CV 8O-184S-MRP is Linda Knox-$chjJ1jnger. Cc,uusel for the Knox-Scb.illiDger class are: 
14 Christopher A. Hansen, Esq. 
Sara M.andelbaIuQ. Esq. 
15 Women·s Rights Proj~ 
American Civil Liberties Union Foundation 
16 132 West 43rd Street 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
New York, New York: 10036 
C. The Knox-Schillinger class was defined as of June 16, 1978 as all past, present 
and future female flight attendants employed by TWA who are, have been since April 20. 1974, 
or will in the future be (1) subjected to TWA's policy of placing pregnant flight atteDdants on 
a mandatory maternity leave as soon as they learn that they are pregnant and (2) denied sick 
leave benefits for pregnancy. pregnancy-related disabilities or any other disabilities which affect 
only females. The scope of the Knox-Schillinger class is expanded to conform to the defmition 
of those persons eligible for relief in the EEOC case, as stated in 1 E of this section. 
D. Plaintiff in Civil Action No. CV 76-2899-MRP is the Equal Employment 
Opporrunity Commission. Counsel for the plaintiff EEOC are: 
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1 Gerald D. Letwin. Assistant General Counsel 
Wesley Katahira. Senior Trial Attorney 
2 Equal Employment Opponunity Commission 
Systemic Litigation Services ' 
3 1801 L St., N.W. 
Washington. D.C. 20507 
4 
E. The class covered by this Settlement Agreement consists of all former and present 
5 
female flight attendant employees of Trans World AirliDcs, Inc., who were employed by Tl'IDS 
6 
World Airlines, Inc. on or after June 22. 1972 and who took or wen: placed on maternity leave 
7 
of absence at any time on or after April 20, 1971 through Much 15, 1984. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
A. 
SECTION m. 
EFFECT OF SBITLEMENI AGRBfMHNT 
This Seulcment Agreement fully and fiDally resolves all violations alleged in 
EEOC's Complaint.' Civil Action No. CV 76-2899-MRP. and in Linda Knox-Schillinger's < 
12 
Comp~ Civil Action No. CV 8O-1845-MRP. and any and all vlolatioDS tbat EEOC and the 
13 
KDox-8chi11inger class have alleged or could have alleged under TIde VB on the basis of sex f:bat 
14 
15 
16 
relate to the application and enforcement oflW A's IDItel'Djty leave-of-abscDcc policy for flight 
attendants covering the period from April 20, 1971 through Mucb. 15,< 1984. 'Ibc Settlement 
Agreement also fully and finally resolves all claims of the Knox-8chiJJjnger class for attorneys' 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
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27 
28 
fees and expenses. 
B. This Settlement Agreement sball be binding upon the parties and shall have the 
same force and effect as an order of the Court made after a full trial. 
C. This Settlement Agreement sball not constitute an admission by TWA of any 
violation of Tide vn or of any other wrongdoing or unlawful act. 
D. The parties waive any right to challenge or contest the validity of this Settlement 
Agreement. 
E. Nothing in this Settlement Agreement. express or implied, is intended ~o confer 
upon any person other than the parties hereto any rights under or by reason of this Agreement. 
The right to seek enforcement of this Settlement Agreement is vested exclusively in the parties. 
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1 The parties hereto are, and are limited to, EEOC, the Knox·Schillinger class, TWA and IFFA. 
2 SECTION IV. 
3 RETENTION OF JURISDICTION AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
4 A. These lawsuits shall be dismissed with prejudice with an awanl of attorneys' fees 
S to the American Civil Libenies Union e ACLU-), to be paid pursuant to the provisions of 
6 lW A's coDf1lD1ed p~ of reorganization. Sr& Section Xl. 'Ibis Court Sball retain jurisdiction 
7 to reopen this case oo1y for the purpose of eufotameDt of the Settlement Agteemcnt without any 
8 party baving to tile a DeW action and to emer such other and further relief as deemed 
9 appropriate. 
10 B. The parties may invoke the COurt's jurisdiction to resolve disputes coucemiog 
11 lW A's compliance with the terms of the Settlement Agreement oo1y if the following coDdinons 
12 are met: 
13 1. 
14 DOtify counsel for the other parties in wri.tiDg of its specific CODreDtiODS of alleged non-
IS compliance and factual bases ~fur; and 
16 2. The· parties sball attempt in good faith to resolve the moving party's 
17 requests or contentions .. 
18 3. If, after thirty (30) days, the parties have not resolved their dispute, the 
19 moving party may institute a proceeding in this Court to enforce the Settlement Agreement and 
20 seek any relief appropriate to the circumstances. 
21 C.·[be parties consent, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 636(c), to the referral of this case 
22 to a magistrate judge for all further proceedings in the California Court. 
23 SECl10N V. 
24 
25 A. 
EFFECTIVE DATE OF SElTLEMENT AGREEMENT 
Upon execution, the parties sball comply with. the tenns of this Settlement 
26 Agreement except that the patties are not obligated to perform any requirements contained in 
27 
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this Settlement Agreement that would occur after the Effective Date of this Settlement 
2 Agreement as defined in 1 B. of this Section unless the California Court enters final approval 
3 of the Settlement Agreement. If the California. Court declines to finally approve the Settlement 
4 Agreement, lhe Settlement Agreement shall become null and void. The parties, however, shall, 
5 in good faith, resume negotiations to fmalize a settlement agreement that is acceptable to the 
6 court. Upon eotty of an order granting fmal approval of the Settlement Agreement by the 
7 California Court, EEOC and the KDox-8chil1jnger class sball dismiss these lawsuits with 
8 prejudice. 
9 B. The Effective Date of this Settlement Agreement sball be sixty (60) days after its 
10 final approval and entry by the Court or after the Court's final affirmation of the Agreemeot 
11 following the exhaustion of all appeals, if any. 
12 SECTION VI. 
13 PROSPEC'IlYE 8m lEE 
14 A. TWA is permanendy enjoined from re-implementiDg the maternity leave-of-
15 abseuce policy for flight attendants in effect from at least April 20, 1971 through March 25, 
16 1984. TWA's maternity leave policy sball not limit, segregate, or otherwise classify pregnant 
17 flight attendants in an)' way that would deprive or tend to deprive them of employmeilt 
18 opportunities or otherwise adversely affect their status as employees because of pregnancy. 
19 TW At however, may require pregnant flight attendants, consistent with its forty-five (45) day 
20 notice policy, to give written notice of their pregnancy and of their delivery date not later than 
21 twenty (20) weeks prio':' :0 their expected date of delivery and to cease flying no later than 
22 twelve (12) weeks prior to the expected delivery date. 
23 B. TWA is prohibited from retaliating against any person because that person is a 
24 beneficiary of this Settlement Agreement, has provided information or ass istm::e , or has 
25 participated in any other manner, in any investigation or proceeding in or relatiDg to this action, 
26 or has opposed any practice relating to the issues covered in this Settlement Agreement. 
27 
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1 participated in any other maMer. in any investigation or proceeding in or relating to this action, 
2 or has opposed any practice relating to the issues covered in this Settlement Agreement. 
3 SECTION VII. 
4 INDIVIDUAL REYEF 
5 A. i. TWA shall provide ten (10) travel vouchers for eacb covered pregnancy 
6 to eligible class members wbo timely submit to EEOC a l'lOCalized proof of claim form.. A 
7 covered pregnaocy is a pregoaacy that a class member expcrieoced between April 20, 1971 aDd 
8 March 2S, 1984 that resulted in TWA placing ber on materDil11eave. The vouchers will be 
9 rated as "special class 5 travel passes- in accordance with TWA's previously established 0 
10 regulations in effect as of January I, 1995 <sc TWA's MaaagemeJtt Policy aDd Procedure 
11 Manual, § 13.00.00 0 ~ aJ ("Procec:lw:e Manual") except as otherwise provided by this 
12 Agreement. 
13 2. AU special class S travel vouchers may be used by the class member or 
14 ber family members for their lifetime subject to the maximum age limitalions for dependent 
15 children consistent with TWA's Procec:lw:e Manual. Each special class 5 travel voucher may be ' 
16 excbanged for a pass that is valid for DiDcty (90) days from the date of issuaDce. Class members 
17 sball have the option o( making the class S passes positive space or space available. Class 
18 members may start redeeming the special class 5 travel vouchers for passes after thC Effective 
19 Date of the Agreement as provided in Section IX. G. A description of the special class 5 travel 
20 voucher program is contained in Appendix 1. 
o ' 
21 3. TW A shall not ~uce or limit the benefits provided by the special class 
22 5 travel vouchers awarded under this Agreement. However. if TWA' s Procedure Manual is 
23 subsequently changed to extend additional benefits to pass holders or expand the defmition of 
24 those persons covered by its travel pass program. TWA shall extend those changes to class 
25 members and their families. 
26 
27 
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1 
2 
SECTION VIII. 
SETILEMENT PROCEDURES 
3 A. Upon execution of this Settlement Agreement, the parties shall file a stipulation 
4 in the Bankruptcy COUlt requesting an order approving this Agreement, withdrawing EEOC's 
5 and Knox-Schillinger's proofs of claim, and providing that TWA cOnsents to payment of 
6 ACLU's attorneys' fees claim in accordaDce with Section XI. The Bankruptcy Coun's Order. 
7 if issued. sball not become effective unless the Califomia Court grams fmal approval of the 
8 Settlement Agreement and dismisses plaintiffs' actions after a fairness bearing. and the time for 
9 appeal expires without the filing of a notice of appeal. 
10 B. Upon the Bankruptcy Court's approval pursuant to paragraph A above, the parties 
11 shall file a motion in the California Court to grant preliminary approval of this Agreement, set 
12 a Fairness Hearing date. and approve the proposed Notice of Settlement and Fairness Hearing 
. , 
13 (-Notic;e-) aDd Proof of Claim Palm aDd Release of Claims (-Claim Form aDd Release-), A 
14 copy of the Notice is attacbed to ~ Agmement as Appeudix 2; a copy of the Claim Form aod 
IS Release is attached as Appendix 3. 
16 C. 1. On a date agreed to by the parties not later tban one hundred eighty (180) 
17 days after the Court graDfS prelimjnary approval of this Agn:emcnt: <a) EEOC shall man a copy 
18 of the- Notice and the Claim Form and Release to the last known address of each class member 
19 whose name appears on the computer tape that TWA provided to EEOC or to the current 
20 address of fanner TWA flight attendants who n'!"'yi)nd to a letter that EEOC will send through 
21 the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) locator service requesting them to coDtact EEOC; (b) IFFA 
22 shall publish the Notice or a summary of the Notice agm:d to by the parties in its union 
23 newsletter; (c) TWA shall (1) post the Notice in a conspicuous public place at all flight attendant 
24 crew bases throughout its system and keep the Notice posted until one (1) calendar day after me 
25 Fairness Hearing is held and (2) enclose the Notice with the pay srubs of flight attendants who 
26 are current employees; and (d) the parties shall attempt to obtain the agreement of additional 
27 
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1 flight attendant organizations to publish the Notice or summary of the Notice in their newsletters 
2 on or about the same date(s) that IFFA publishes the Notice. 
3 2. At EEOC's request. TWA and IFFA shall make reasonable attempts to locate 
4 current addresses and telephone numbers for class members for whom any mailing is returned 
5 as undeliverable. Such attempts shall ~lude detennining the current employment status of the 
6 class members (active. tenninateci. buyout. or Rti.ree) and reviewing any documents that might 
7 lead to locating the class members· current addresses lDdIor IelephoDe numbers. 
8 3. Any person affected by the Setdemeut .AgRement can object to the SeU1ement 
. 9 Agreement in whole or in part by submitting wriucn objections to cou.oscl for EEOC as directed 
10 in Appendix 2. All persons must mail objections to EEOC with a postmark DO later than forty-
11 two (42) days prior to the date of the Fa.imess Hearing, EEOC sball send. copies of such 
12 objections to all parties within ten (10) days after the last date for receipt of objections. ClasS 
13 memben sbal1 also be directed to complete, notarize, aud return the Claim Form aud Release 
14 to.BEOC within the same period. ~ Section IX,B. 
IS D. The parties shall file a joint respoose to the objections along with copies of all 
16 objections no later than twenty-ooe (21) days prior to the date of the Fa.i.mess Hearing. 
17 F. The Court'sball coDduct a hearing on the fairness of the Settlement Agreement 
18 on a date set by the Court. No one may appear at the hearing for the purpose of objecting to 
19 the entry of the Settlement Agreement without first baving submitted an objection in writing as 
20 required in paragraph C.3. above. 
21 SECTION IX. 
22 
23 A. 
CLAIMS PROCEDURE 
A class member shall be entitled to relief if (1) the class member properly 
24 completes. executes. and timely returns the Claim Form and Release to EEOC and (2) the 
25 parties or the Court determine that the claim is valid for one or more covered pregnancies. 
26 B. The Claim Form and Release must be postmarked within sixty (60) days after 
27 
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1 receipt. unless for good cause shown as detennined by EEOC additional time is required. but 
2 in no event more than one hundred twenty (120) days after the Effective Date of the Settlement 
3 Agreement. 
4 c. If EEOC receives a timely Claim Form and Release, but the Claim Form IIJld 
5 Release is not correctly completed or executed, EEOC may contact the class member IIJld request 
6 that she correct and re-submit the form. 
7 D. The parties shall base their determiDatioos as to die validity of a clla member's 
8 claim and the number of covered pregom:ies solely on iDformation contai~ in tbe Claim Form 
9 and tbe computer tape of flight attcDdant personnel records tbat TWA produced in this case. 
10 However, if the parties agree, tbey may require additioaaJ. information from any person who 
11 returns a claim form and is DOt listed on the computer tape of flight atteDdaDt personnel records 
12 that TWA prodw::ed in ~ case. 
13 E. No later tba~ the eod of the IIlODth foUowing thirty (30) days after receipt of. 
14 Claim Form IIJld Release, EEOC sbaU: (1) review each Claim Form aad Release aad make a 
15 proposed determination regarding f;bt validity of the claim aDd mtmher of covered pregnancies; 
16 (2) mail a cover letter to counsel for the Knox-ScbjJljuger class represenlative eclass 
17 representative-), IFFA,' and TWA listiDg the class members for whom such proposed 
18 determinations have been made. including (i) tbe postmark on the envelope containing each class 
19 member's completed Claim Form and Release, (il) the date EEOC received it; and (iji) EEOC's 
20 proposed determination of the validity of the claim and number of covered pregnancies; and each 
21 class member's Claim Form and Release, and any additional informatio:l Lilat EEOC believes 
22 supports its detennination, The cover letter listing the class members for whom EEOC has 
23 made proposed detenninations referred to above shall be in such a format as to allow TWA to 
24 write on the fonn itself the number of vouchers sent and the date 1W A sent them for each such 
2S class member. See, Section Xl.B .• Reporting Requirements. . 
26 
27 
28 
F. 1. Counsel for the class representative, IFFA, and 1W A shall have twenty 
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1 (20) days from the date of receipt of the cover letter to object in writing to EEOC's proposed 
2 detenninations. 
3 2. If counsel for the class representative, IFFA, and/or 1W A do not timely 
4 object, EEOC's proposed detenninations shall become fmal as to the class representative, IFFA 
5 and 'IW A but class members may challenge those determinations to the extent provided below. 
6 If the determiDation is that the claim is valid for oue or more pregnaocies, TWA sball follow 
7 the requirements of Section G.l., below. If the determination is that the claim is invalid. EEOC 
8 sban follow the requirements of Section G.2 .• below. 
9 3, If counsel for the class representative. IFFA. and/or TWA do timely 
10 object, the parties shall use their best efforts to resolve their differences informally, If the 
11 parties thereafter resolve their differeuc:es aDd (1) agree that the claim is valid for oue or more 
12 pregnancies, the procedure descnDed in G.l. shall be followed; or (2) agree that the claim. is 
13 invalid. the procedure described in G.2. shall be followed. If the parties are unable to resolve 
14 their differences within thirty (30) days after the date the objection(s) is maiJed to EEOC. EEOC 
="~ 
15 shall send a letter to the class member whose claim is in dispute advising her that there is a 
16 disagreement among the parties regarding her entitlement to relief or the IIUJIlber of covered 
17 pregnancies, whichever'is appUcable, and that EEOC's proposed determination shall become 
18 fmal unless, within twenty-oue (21) days after the date of the letter. the objecting party and/or 
19 the class member flies a petition in "the California Court requesting a final determiDation. The 
20 twenty-one (21) clay period sball begin no earlier than the Effective Date of this Agreement. To 
21 the extent that the parties agree that the class member is entitled to at least ODe or more covered 
2Z pregnancies, TWA shall be required to send the class member the required number of vouchers 
23 representing the undisputed number of covered pregnancies. in accordance with the requirement:s 
24 in G.l.. below. 
25 G. 1. If the detennination is that the class member's claim is valid for one or 
26 more pregnancies. not later than thirty (30) days after EEOC's determination becomes fmal as 
27 
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.. 
to counsel for the class representative, lFFA and TWA or the thirty (30) day period referred to 
2 in paragraph F.3 .• in which the parties attempt to resolve their differences. TWA shall mail to 
3 the class member the number of vouchers to which she is entitled. TWA sball include with the 
4 vouchers a Jetter,' agreed to by the parties. that explains the procedures governing the travel 
5 voucher program. including, but not limited to. the steps the class member must follow to 
6 redeem her vouchers for passes aDd a telephooe number for the appropriate TWA oftic:e from 
7 which the class member may receive filrtber informatiolL The leaer sball also advise the c1au 
8 member of her right to oppose tile parties' decermiDation in ICCOIdaDce with subparagraph 3 
9 below. If the thirty (30) day period in which TWA shall make this mailing expires before thirty 
10 (30) days after the Effective Date of this Settlement Agreement, tbe period sball be extended 
11 until the end of the thirty (30) day period. EBOC sball provide TWA with mail iog labels for 
12 each class member to wbom vouchers are to be' seat. TWA shall advise EEOC that it has sent 
13 the maiUngl required by this paragnpb in ~ with Sectioa XlI.B. 
14 2. If tbe determination is that the class member's claim is invalid, not later 
IS than thirty (30) days after lmOC's determination becomes tiDal as to the couusel for the class 
16 representative, IFFA and TWA, EEOC sball mall to the class member a leUer advising her tbat 
17 her claim is invalid. 1".be letter shall also advise the class member of her right to oppose the 
18 parties' determination in accordance with subparagrapb 3 below. If tbe thirty (30) day period 
19 for this mailing expires before thirty (30) days after the Effective Date of this Settlement 
20 Agreement. the period sball be extended until the end of the thirty day period. 
21 3. The letters to be sent by TWA or EEOC, pursuant to subparagraphs 1 or \ 
22 2. above, shall advise the class member that unless she contests the parties' determination 
23 regarding the number of covered pregnancies or the validity of her claim. as the case may be, 
24 by sending a letter to EEOC postmarked not later than twenty-one (21) days after the date of 
25 TW A's or EEOC's letter to the class members. the parties' det.enniDations sbaJi become final. 
26 The twenty-one (21) day period sball not begin until the Effective Date of this Agreement. The 
27 
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1 letters shall also state that the parties shall attempt to resot ve any dispute raised by the class 
2 member for not more than thirty (30) days from the date of the class member's letter and that. 
3 unless the class member herself or one or more of the. panies fues a petition in die California 
4 Court within twenty-one (21) days thereafter. the parties' proposed determinations sball become 
5 fmal. 
6 H. 1. Within ten (10) days after EEOC's timely receipt of a class member's leuer 
-: contestiDg the parties' determiDation of her claim, the parties sbal1 follow die procedures in 
8 Sections E and F in processing die class member's letter in order to n:solve die class member's 
9 objection. 
10 2. Within fifteen (IS) days after a final determination by die California Court. 
11 TWA, if the class member is entided to additional vouchers, or EEOC, if.dIe class member's 
12 claim is invalid or if no additional vouchers are to be awarded, sbal1 send the class member a 
13 leuer advising her of that determiDadon of bet claim and providiDg additional voucbcn, if any. 
14 1. The California Court may hold for decision aU petitions for detenniDations tiled 
IS under this section until tile parties ~·rise it that DO additional petitions sball be filed.. 
16 SECllON X • 
17 
18 A. 
. ADMINISTRATION OF SRTIl·EMENT 
TWA sball be responsible for the proper ad.m.inistration of the special class 5 
19 travel vouchers and passes for each eligible class member. 
20 B. In the event that there is a dispute between TWA and a class member with regard 
21 to the special class 5 travel vouchers or passes, TWA and the class member sball attempt to 
22 resolve the dispute informally. IFFA may also attempt to resolve the dispute on the class 
23 member's behalf. If the dispute cannot be resolved infonnally. the class member may contact 
24 EEOC or IFFA which. after ftrst attempting to resolve the dispute infonnally, may me a petition 
25 with the California Court. if it deems the matter to be meritorious. 
26 
27 
28 
C. While travelling on special class 5 travel passes, class members and their 
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1 immediate family members will be subject to TWA' s General Rules of Conduct and Fines and 
2 Penalties contained in Chapters 10 and 13 of TWA's Procedure Manual. as may be in effect 
3 from time to time. Additionally, willful violation of TWA pass regulations in Chapters 10 and 
4 13 of TWA's Procedure Manual by anyone using the passes will result in cancellation of all 
5 flight coupons for the flight or remainder of the flight. However, as to employees, retirees, or 
6 their family members, this paragraph does not limit TWA from taking other actions pursuaDt to 
7 the Procedwe Manual as appropriate. 
8 SECTION XI. 
9 AClli'S ATIOBNEYS' FEB AWARD 
10 TWA shall treat the ACLU's attorneys' fees as an allowed Class 10 geueral, unsecured 
11 claim in the amount of $ 168,123.67 to be paid in stock and notes pursuant to 1W A's cont'inD:d 
12 plan of reorganization. 
13 
14 
1S A. 
SECTION xn. 
RECORDTCEBPINO REOUIREMENTS 
16 1. 1W A shall maim;n adequate records to account for the special class 5 travel 
17 vouchers that each class member is awarded, including tile DUmber of special class 5 travel 
18 vouchers each class member and her family members have used and the destinations to which 
19 each class member and her family members have flown. 
20 2. The records shall be maintained for the lifetime of each class member. These 
21 records for current employees will be maintained by their domicile. Upon severance of 
22 employment the records shall be transferred to the Employee Travel Office. Records for former 
23 employees shall be maintained at the Employee Travel Office. These records shall be made 
24 available for inspection and copying by the affected class members, EEOC, IFFA. and counsel 
" 
25 for the Knox-Schillinger class upon reasonable notice to TWA. 
26 
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B. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 
2 No later than the end of the month following thirty (30) days after TWA, pursuant to 
3 Section IX. G .• mails the special class 5 travel vouchers to class members, TWA shall return to 
4 EEOC a copy of each of the listings of class members refemd to in Section E. that EEOC 
5 originally sent to TWA showing 1W A's written entries of the number of voucbers TWA sent 
6 and the date 1W A sent them or, if TWA seuds additioaal voucbers to a class member, 1W A 
7 shall seud. to EEOC a leUer providing the immediately prwwIing iDformation. 
8 For Defendant Trans World 
Airlines, Inc. 
9 &~(~"'~ 10 PRO 
11 AssistaDt <Jeneral Counsel 
Trans World Airlines, IDe. 
12 1 City Center 
515 N. 6th Street 
13 St. Louis, MO 63101 
(314) 589-3231 
14 
J:e:.>t< 1ft J ti f,£ Dated: 
IS u . 
16 wtt·N~~.JJ~~ H. BOle ' 
17 KIlPATRICK & CODY 
Suite 3100 
18 100 Peachtree Street 
Atlanta, Georgia 30043 
19 it~ IC, 1 15 ~S· Dated: 
20 r ' 
Local Counsel 
21 
22 
MARTIN C. MEAD 
23 PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY & 
WALKER 
24 555 South Flower S1., 23rd Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90071-2371 
25 (213) 683-6185 
26 Dated: 
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For Plaintiff EEOC: 
JOHN P. ROWE 
General Couasel (Acting) 
GERALD D. LE1WIN 
AssistaDt Oeoeral Counsel 
systemic I Jdgation Services 
EQUALEMPLOYMBNT OPPORTUNITY 
COMMISSION 
1801 L St., N.W. 
WasbingtDn, D.C. 2OS07 
(202) 663-4757 
DAVID T. KETlEY 
Senior Trial Attorney 
EEOC San Francisco District Office 
901 Market Street, Suite soo 
San Francisco, California 94103 
(415) 744-7376 
Dated: J~ )"; ~p,)­
I 
1 For Defendant IFFA: 
:~J&, 10~Y; WALSH & LGER, P.C. 
4 204 West Linwood Blvd. 
Kansas City, Missouri 64111 
5 (816) 561-3755 
6 Dated: ~ I', /1 f .s-
7 Local~l 
8 
9 MARGO A. FEINBERG 
SCHWARTZ, STEINSAPIR, DOHRMAN 
10 &SOMMERS 
Suite 2000 
11 6300 Wilshire Boulevard 
Los Angeles, CA 90048 
12 (213) 655-4700 
13 Dated: _______ _ 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23· 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
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IAcaI Counsel 
NORA M. MANELLA 
United States Attorney 
LEON W. WEIDMAN 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Chief, Civil Division 
SARA II ROBINSON 
AssistaDt United States Attorney 
~:-------------
1. CHRISTOPHER KOHN 
SANDRA P. SPOONER. 
RUTH A. HARVEY 
Attorneys, Civil Division 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
P.O. Box 875 
Ben FDDklin Station 
Washington. D.C. 20044 
. (202) 307..0388 
D~: ________ '____ _ 
For tbe Knox-SchilliDger class: 
~~ 
SARA MANDElBAUM. Esq. 
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION 
FOUNDATION 
Women's Rights Project 
132 W. 43nl Street 
New York. New York 10036 
(212) 944-9800 ext. 540 
Dated: k" \<1,S-, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
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Local Counsel 
MARK D. RosENBAUM, esq. 
R No. 59940 
AMERICAN CML LIBERTIES UNION 
FOUNDATION OF SOUTHERN 
CAllFORNlA 
1616 Beverly BOulevard 
Los ADgeles, CA 90026 
2 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CAUFORNIA 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
APPENDIX 1 TO 
SEI1.1BdENT A<:JREedENT 
AND ORDER 
CIVU.. ACTION NO. 
CV 76-2899-MRP 
13 v. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CIVIL "AcnON NO. 
CV 8O-1B45-MRP 
14 TRANS WORLD AIRLINES. INC .• 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
Defendant. 
APPENDIX 1 TO SETII BMENT AGRBHMFNT AND ORDER 
SPECIAL CLASS 5 TRAVEL VOUCHERS 
1. TW A's existing travel pass regulations as of January 1. 1995 apply to the special 
class S travel vouchers awarded in this case except as otherwise provided in this Appendix. See 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
§ 13.01, Management Policy and Procedure Manual ("Procedure Manual"). 
·2. TWA shall issue vouchers to each class member (or if deceased, the estate of the 
class member) entitled to receive relief in accordance with the Settlement Agreement in tills 
case. 
3. All vouchers may be used by the class member or her family members for their 
lifetime subject to the maximum age limitations for dependent children consistent with TWA's 
Procedure Manual. The Procedure Manual provides that family members are "spouses, 
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1 children, and parents. It Children are defined generally as urunarried children under age 21 
2 (including legally adopted children. stepchildren who pennanendy reside with the employee, or 
3 foster children or other minors claimed as dependents under the U.S. Income Tax Law and who 
4 permanently reside with the employee), or unmarried childn:n between ages 21 and 23 who are 
S full-time students attending a college or university and are claimed as a dependent UDder the 
6 U.S. Income Tax Laws. § 13.01.01.B.l. Procedure Manual. Parents are defmed generally as 
7 Datural parents. stepparents or adopted/foster parents. 1cL 
8 4. It is DOt necessary for the class member to request passes for family mcinbers at 
. 9 the same time or for family members to travel to the same destination as the class member. 
10 S. Each voucher can be redeemed for a pass. Each pass is limited to DO mOle than 
11 four (4) flight segments on each trip except as provided in Section 10. Passes are valid for 
12 ninety (90) days from date of issuance. If passes are not used during the ~riod for which theY 
13 are onginally requested, tbey may be reissued for use at a later date provided such passes are 
" 
14 totally unused; partially used passes may not be leissued or cxteDded. It is not nea:ssary for 
IS class members to request reissnaDCJ'! of all passes at the same time; however. each pass is subject 
16 to a limitation of ODe rei.ssuancc per year. 
17 6. The traveller at his or her option may request prior to issuance that the pass be 
18 issued as "positive space" or "space available." Positive space meaDS that the traveler bas made 
19 a reservation for an assigned seat on the aircraft for the flight of his or her choice. Space 
20 available means that the traveller may board the aircraft on a standby ~is if he or she has the 
21 highest boarding priority of any otbcr passholde~ on the same flight. For example. special class 
22 5 travel passholders would board before passholders of classes 6, 7. 7R. 8, 9 and 10. Anyone 
23 traveling on a class 5 pass under either designation may be bumped by a paying passenger. 
24 Within fifteen minutes prior to departure, a pass ride.~ holding a higher classification or having 
25 a higher seniority date within the class S classification may not bump a class member ·under 
26 either designation who is boarded, except that a pass rider traveling on Company business may 
27 
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always bump a pass rider traveling on personal business (at any time) based upon Company 
2 need. Consistent with TWA's practice, passholders of class 10, 9, 8, 7, 7R and 6 passes will 
3 be bumped prior to a class 5 passholder. 
4 7. Class members are advised that there may be tax consequences when a class 
5 member or her family travels on a special class 5 travel pass. Travel booked on a wpositive 
6 spacew basis results in taxable income. 26 U.S.C. § 132; 26 C.F.R. § 1. 132-2(c). Inaddition, 
7 travel booked on a -space a'fallable- basis has tax cousequeaces for class members ~ho are 
8 former TWA employees (aDd their family members) who are DOt covered by a TWA retirement 
9 or disability program, 26 U.S.C. § 132; 26 C.F.R. §§ 1.132-1, 1.132-2, 1.61-21(h). 
1 0 TWA's current p~ce is to detel'lD.ine the fair market value of taxable travel aDd report 
11 the same to the Internal Revenue Service (WIRSW) when the value of that travel totals $600 or 
12 more in any year. (If the taxable travel is positive ~ travel, the value is included on the 
13 employee's W-2 form as wages even if the travel is valued at less tban $600.) The lack of 
14 reporting of taxable travel with a value of less than $600 does not mean that the travel is not 
IS taxable. TWA currently values positiYe space travel at $.1220 per mile for domestic travel and 
16 $.0777 per mile for international travel. TWA currently values space available travel at $.03050 
17 per mile for domestic trivel and $.01943 per mile for international travel. YOU SHOULD 
18 CONSULT YOUR TAX ADVISER AS NECESSAR~; THE PARTIES ARE NOT 
19 OFFERING ANY TAX ADVICE WITH REGARD TO THE USE OF SPECIAL CLASS 
20 S TRAVEL VOUCHERS. 
21 8. Double round trips, circle trips, stopovers or backttacldng are permissible 
22 providing the complete routing can be shown on C!lC Form 800 trip: 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Example 1: Double round trip: 
Example 2: Circle trip: 
Example 3: Stopovers: 
Example 4: Backtracking: 
LAX-NYC-LAX-STL-LAX 
NYC-MIA-STL-LAX-NYC 
MKC-CHI-NYC-STL-MKC 
NYC-LAX-STL-MKC-NYC 
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1 9. Under the preceding definitions, separate flight coupons are required under the 
2 following circumstances: 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Planned en route stopovers: 
Example: BOS-SFO RT via NYC going and STL returning must be 
written BOS-NYC-SFO-STIrBOS . 
Change of planes: if travel to a destination can only be accomplished by 
a colJl'4Cll&fing flight: 
Eumple: NYC-OMA can only be accomplished by a chacge of plaDes in 
STL; voucher must be written NYC-sn,.oMA-sn.,..NYC 
Circuitous routing: where there is DO direct TWA service between two 
cities: 
Example: MlCC-SEA RT; voucher must be written MKC-STL-SEA-5TIr 
MKC 
10. If a trip involves more voluntary stopovers or changes of planes than can be 
accomplished on one Form SOO, additioDll travel must be accomplished on additional Forms 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
SOO, as necessary aDd. an additiooal voucher will be requiied. 
EXAMPLE: Routing: HOU-STL-LAX·NYC-Sn-HOU 
Issue two Forms 800: 
(1) HOU-sTI.rLAX-NYC-sn. 
(2) STL-HOU 
18 EXCEP110N: U.S. based class members traveling in the international region and 
19 overseas based class memberS traveling in the U.S. are permitted to visit all TWA imcmational 
20 stations (pr. in the case of overseas based class members, all TWA domestic stations) at a charge 
21 of one voucher. En route stopovers or change of planes in the direction of travel are permitted. 
22 No planned stopovers are permitted on a pass used to travel to and from the international city. 
23 EXAMPLE: Routing MKC-Cairo round trip with en route stopovers/change of 
24 planes Rome, Athens should be issued. on two Fonns 800 as follows: 
25 
26 
27 
28 
(1) MKC-NYC-ROM-ATII-CAI (Vacation Voucher classification, i.e., 6 or 7) 
(2) CAI-ATII-ROM-NYC-MKC (Vacation Voucher classification. i.e., 6 or 7) 
One voucher is charged for such routing. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
11. Travel is without service charge in coach class; however. applicable charges will 
apply for travel in a premium class of service. These charges wlll be based on the assessments 
in effect at the time of travel. Further, any special charges must be paid by the class member 
or family member. These charges will include, but not be limited to, fuel 
5 
surcharges, PFC charges, and local departure taxes. Class members who IU'e current employees 
6 
will n'Jdeem their vouchers for passes as they normally do at tbcir domicile. Former employees 
7 
will redeem their passes through the Employee Tn.vel Office. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
12. If you have any questions about the use of your special class S travel vouchers, 
please call the Employee Travel Office at (816) 464-6700. 
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1 UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
2 
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY ) 
3 COMMISSION. - ) NonCE OF PROPOSED 
) SEI1LEMENT AGREEMENT 
4 Plaintiff, ) AND FAIRNESS HEARING 
) 
. 5 v. ) CML ACTION NO. 
) CV 76-2899-MRP 
6 TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC.; ) 
A.IRLINE STEWARDS AND ) 
7 STEWARDESSES ASSOCIATION, ) 
LOCAL 551, TRANSPORT WORKERS ) 
8 UNION OF AMERICA, AFLrCIO, ) 
) 
9 Defendants. ) 
10 
) 
) 
LINDA KNOX-SCHILLINGER, et aI., ) 
11 ) 
Plaintiffs, ) 
12 ) 
v. ) CIVIL ACTION NO. 
13 ) CV 8O-184S-MRP 
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES, INC., ) 
14 ) 
Defwln' } 
15 ) 
16 APPENDIX 2 TO SH'ITI EMENI AGRBHMBNT AND ORDER 
17 NOTICE OF PROPOSED SFITJ -EMENI AGREBMENT AND FAIRNESS HEARING 
18 TO: All former and present female flight attendant employees of Trans World Airlines, Inc., 
who were employed by Tnns World Airlines, Inc. on or after June 22, 1972 and. who 
19 took or were placed on maternity leave of absence at any time on or after April 20, 1971 
through March 25, 1984. 
20 
21 
-22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
THIS NOTICE MAY ~CTYOUR RIGHTS. PLEASE READ IT VERY CAREFULLY. 
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I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
P ART ONE: DESCRIPTION OF CLASS ENTITLED TO REUEF 
Under the proposed class action settlement described in this Notice, class 
members as described below who timely submit a valid Proof of Claim Form and 
Release of Claims in accordance with the instructions cootairwl in this Notice are 
entitled to receive TWA special class 5 travel vouchers." Class members include 
those persons who were employed by TWA u tlight attendants on or after Junc 
U. 197 J. and who took or were placed on maternity leave of abseace at any time 
on or after April 20, 1971 through March 25, 1984 aad would have continued to 
wode, except for TWA's policy, at any time during the period of their maternity 
leave of absence. 
IF nus DESCRIPTION OF nm CLASS INCLUDES YOU. THEN YOU MAY BE 
8 BN11TLED TO RECEIVE TRAVEL VOUCHERS IE YOU COMPLBTE nIB ATIACHBD 
. 9 CLAIM FORM BY nIB DATES SPECIFIED IN PART FOUR BELOW. 
10 This Notice a.nnounces a proposed settlement of a class actiOD lawsuit rtled by LiDda 
11 Knox-scbillinger, OD bebalf of herself and a class of other female flight attendants at TWA, rued 
12 OD October 18, 1977. and a lawsuit filed by the United States Equal Employment Opportunity 
13 Commission (WEEOCW) OD September 10, 1976 allegiDg that defendant Trms World Airlines, 
14 lac. (WTWAW) violated Tide VU of the Civil Rights At:t of 1964, IS ameoded, 42 U.S.C. § 
15 2000e-(a) (WTitle VUW), by requiring female tlight attendants to immediately cease tlying upon 
16 pregnancy and placing such flight attendants OD mandatory maternity leave. The EEOC 
17 complaint named the lniiepeDdent Federation of Flight Attendants eIFF A W) as a defendant 
18 Decessary for the award of relicf. TWA denied plaintiffs' allegations and claimed that the 
19 personnel practices in questiOD were required by a business necessity and a bona fide 
20 occupational qualification necessary to its operation as an air carrier. 
21 PART TWO: DESCRIPTION OF TIlESE LAWSUITS AND PLAINTIFFS' CLASS 
22 1. The settlement covers all former and present female flight attendant employees 
23 of 1W A who were employed by TWA on or after June 24, 1972 and who were placed on 
24 maternity leave of absence at any time on or after April 20. 1971 and prior to March 25, 1984 
25 ("class members"). All parties, Knox-Schillinger and the EEOC ("plaintiffs") and TWA and 
26 IFFA, have agreed to a proposed Settlement Agreement under the terms of which each eligible 
27 
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class member will receive ten (10) special class 5 travel vouchers for each pregnancy for which 
2 the class member was unlawfully placed on maternity leave during the relevant period. The 
3 proposed. Settlement Agreement bas been preliminarily approved by the U.S. Disuict Court for 
4 the Central Disuict of California. This Notice has been approved by the Court. 
S 2. This Notice explains your rights to object to the Settlement Agreement <-. Part 
6 Four' 12) and the requ.ireDient tbat you timely complete, execute. and return a Proof of Claim 
1 Form and Release of Claims (·Claim. FoIDl aud Release-) in order to be eligible to ~ve any 
8 ,relief UDder this Settlemeat Agtetmrmt. A copy of the Claim FormIDd ~leue is eoclosc:d with 
9 this Notice. Please read it carefully aud foUow its instructiODS. You must complete, sign. and. 
10 execute this form in a timely malll"Cr as a condition to receiving the relief to wbich you may be 
11 entitled. 
12 3. After plaiDtiffs filed tbcse cases. the ~ of liability IDd remedy were separated 
13 for trial. The liability issues were fully tried to the federal trial court in Jamwy, 1982, with 
14 defendant IFFA participaring at trial on behalf of the plaintiffs. OnJIIIIIIlJ 10, 1983, the Court 
IS held tbat TWA's forced maternity leave policy for tligbt atteIIda.uts violatl:d Title W. 
16 4. On January 31, 1992, TWA filed a voluntary petition for relief under Chapter 11 
17 of the Bankruptcy Code in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware. plaintiffs 
18 EEOC and Knox-SChiUinger each filed proofs of claim covering these lawsuits to which TWA 
19 objected. As a result of the banlauptcy and confIrmed plan of reorganization, class members 
20 are no longer entitled to monetary relief. Tbe confirmed plan of reorganization provides for the 
21 payment of allowed claims with stock and promissory notes valued sigDificant1y less than the 
22 amount of any allowed claim. 
23 5. The parties believe that continued litigation of these lawsuits would require a 
24 substantial expenditure of time and money with no certainty as to the fmal outcome. Therefore, 
25 in order to avoid the burden, expense, and delay of further litigation and to fma.11y resolve these 
26 matters, EEOC, the representative of the Knox-Schillinger class, TWA, and IFFA have accepted 
27 
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a settlement agreement that they consider fairly compromises the parties' positions and is 
2 reasonable, adequate, and in the best interests of the class. Defendant TWA continues to deny 
3 any wro~doing and by entering into this Settlement Agreement does not admit that its former 
4 maternity leave-of-absence policy violated Tide VII. 
5 PART TIlREE: SUMMARY OF TERMS OF THE SETl'LEMENT AGREEMENT 
6 6. The principal terms of the proposed Settlement Agreement that has been presented 
7 to the Court for its approval provide that (1) TWA must permanently allow pregnant flight 
8 attendants to continue worldng up to twelve weeks prior to expected delivery so long as the 
9 flight attendant continues to be able to perform her duties; (2) each eligible class member as 
10 defmed in Part One above (or if deceased, the estate of the class member) who timely returns 
11 a valid Claim Form aDd Release (and attaches appropriate papers establishing that the signatory 
12 is the duly authorized representative of the estate, if the claimant is deceased) will receive ten 
13 (10) special class 5 travel vouc~ for each covered pregnincy which may be used by the class 
14 member or her family members for their lifetime subject to the maximum age limitations for 
IS dependent children consistent ~th TWA's Procedure Manual; and (3) the claim of the American 
16 Civil Liberties Union FouDdation (W ACLUW) , private counsel for the Knox-Schillinger class, for 
17 attorneys' fees and exPenses in an amount of $168,123.67 will be allowed as a general, 
18 unsecured claim paid in stock and notes pursuant to the confumed plan of reorganization of 
19 TWA. 
20 7. The proposed settlemem requires each class member to unconditionally release 
21 and discharge all claims that she has, or might have, under Title VII relating to TWA's former 
22 flight Attendant maternity leave policy at issue in these lawsuits. As used in this Notice, the 
23 tenn "claims" refers to any Title VII claims, demands, damages, grievances, actions, causes of 
24 action or suits of any kind or nature whatsoever, before any local, state or federal court, or 
25 before any local, state or federal administrative body or agency or any other body empowered 
26 to grant relief, which any class member has had, may now have, or may hereafter have, relating 
27 
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I to TWA's fonner mandatory flight attendant maternity leave policy requiring leave upon notice 
2 of pregnancy with the exception of any claims as to non-compliance with the specific provisions 
3 of this agreement. 
4 Class members also agree to waive their rights. if any, under Section 1542 of the 
5 Civil Code of the State of California. to the extent it may apply to Tide vn claims relating to 
6 TWA' s former mandatory flight attendant maternity leave policy requiring leave upon notice of 
7 prepancy. 
8 8. Class members are advised that there may be tax coosequeoces whe.n a class 
9 member or her family travels on a special class 5 travel pass. Travel booked on a "positive 
10 space" basis results in taxable income. 26 U.S.C. § 132; 26 C.F.R. § 1.132-2(c). Inaddition, 
11 travel booked on a "space available" basis bas tax COnsequeDceS for class members who are 
12 former TWA-employees (and their family members) and are not covered by a TWA retirement 
13 or disability program, 26 U.S.C. § 132; 26 C.F.R.. §§ 1.132--1, 1.132--2, 1.61-21(h). 
14 TWA' s cunent practice is to determ.ine the fair market value of taxable travel and report 
15 the same to the Intemal Revenue Service ("IRS") when the value of that travel totals $600 or 
16 more in any year. (If the taxable travel is positive space travel, the value is included on the 
17 employee's W-2 form as wages even if the travel is valued at less than $600.) The lack of 
18 reporting of taxable travel with a value of less than $600 does not mean that the travel is not 
19 taxable. TWA currently values positive space travel at $.1220 per mile for domestic travel aM 
20 $.0777 per mile for international travel. TWA currently values space available ttav:e1 a~ $.03050 
21 per mile for domestic travel and $.01943 per mile for international travel. YOU SHOULD 
22 CONSULT YOUR TAX ADVISER AS NECESSARY; THE PARTIES ARE NOT 
23 OFFERING ANY TAX ADVICE WITH REGARD TO TIlE USE OF SPECIAL CLASS 
24 5 TRA VEL VOUCHERS. 
25 9. If you believe you are a member of the affected class, you must submit a timely. 
26 notarized Claim Form and Release on or before ____ , 1995 in order to share in the 
27 
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award of special class 5 travel vouchers. If you did not receive a Claim Fonn and Release with 
2 this Notice, you may contact the EEOC at the address (and telephone number) below to request 
3 a Claim Fonn and Release: 
4 
. 5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Wesley Katahira 
Senior Trial Attorney 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
OffICe of General Counsel 
Systemic Utigation Services 
lS01 L St., N.W. 
WasbiDgton. D.C. 20507 
(202) 663-4757 
10. The foregoing is only a summary of the proposed Settlement Agreement. The 
Settle:nent Agreement itself. and not this summary, contains the operative language binding. the 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
parties. 
PART FOUR: NOTICE OF FAIRNESS HEARING 
11. The Court bas ordered that a hearing ethe Fairness H~·) be held before the 
Honorable Mariana R. Praeizer, United States District Judge for the Central District of 
California, in Judge Praelzer's Court Room at the United States Courthouse, 312 North Spring 
15 
16 
Street, Los Angeles, California, on , 199_ at __ A.IP .M. to detcnnine the 
fairness. reasonableness, ,and adequacy of the proposed Settlement Agreement and the fairness 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
-22 
and reasonableness of the award of travel vouchers to class members described in Part Five 
below, and the reasonableness of the attorneys' fees which TWA would pay to counsel for the 
private class. 
12. Any person affected by the Settlement Agreement can object to the settlement by 
mailing her written objections, postmarked no later than ____ , 1995, to the EEOC at 
the address appearing immediately below, You may appear at the hearing personally. or through 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
a duly authorized anorney. only if you have mailed a timely written objection. You are not 
required to appear and your failure to appear will not affect your entitlement to obtain any relief. 
You will be responsible for all costs of an attorney if an attorney appears on your behalf. 
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1 For Plaintiff EEOC: 
2 Claimants in EEOC v. TWA 
P.O. Box 763 
3 Washington, D.C. 2fJ044..0763 
4 Do not file your objections with the Court or the Clerk of the Court. Counsel for the EEOC 
S will file with the Court all of the objections that it receives in a timely manner. If you have any 
6 questions, you may contact the EEOC at the address aad relepboac number listed above. 
7 PART FIVE: PROCEDURE FOR. FILING CLAIMS; 
AWARD OF TRAVEL VOUCHERS TO CLASS MEMBERS 
13. A class member who wishes to receive travel voucbcrs pursuant to this Settlement 
Agreement must submit a Claim Form aad Release postmarked DO later than sixty (60) days after 
10 
II 
12 
receipt of the Claim Form aad Release, whether or not such class member has flIed and serVed 
any objections opposing the proposed Settlement Agteement as provided by Part Three of this .. 
Notice. Any class member who fails to submit a valid aad timely Claim ~rm and Release will 
13 
be bamd from sbariDg in the distribution of the travel voucbers provided by this Seulep:tent 
14 
IS 
16 
Agreement. A Claim Form aad Release shall be deemed submitted when fully completed, 
postmarked, mailed postage prepaid and addressed in accordm:c with· the instructions in the 
Claim Form and Release: Submission of a Claim Form and Release does DOt affect your right 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
to timely object to the proposed Settlement Agreement. 
14. It remains to be determined in these lawsuits which individual class members are 
entitled to receive travel vouchers and how many they will receive. CLASS MEMBERS MA Y 
, 
RECEIVE TRAVEL VOUCHERS IF TIlEY SUBMIT A VAllO CLAIM FORM UNDER 
OATH (i.e. notarized) SHOWING TIlAT they are a class member entitled to relief as defined 
in Part I of this Notice and they would have continued to work, except for TWA's policy, at any 
time during the period of their maternity leave of absence. 
15. Each class member shall receive ten (10) special class 5 travel vouchers' for each 
covered pregnancy that meets the conditions in paragraph 14. 
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1 PART SIX: . EXAMINATION OF PAPERS 
2 16. This Notice is not all inclusive. For the full details of the matters discussed in 
3 this Notice, including the proposed SettlemeDl Agreem.enl aDd the relief to be awuded to the 
4 class described above, and for further information concerning this action, you may wish to refer 
5 to the pleadings and other papers filed with the Court in this action, aU of which may be 
6 inspected at the Office of the Cleric: of the Court, United States Courthouse. 312 North Spring 
7 Street. Los Angeles, Calif('rma. 90012. during uormal busiDcss houn of each business day or 
8 you may coDlaCt the EEOC at the address aDd telephone DUmber listed above. 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
EQUAL ~PLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY . 
COMMISSION, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
TRANS WORLD AlRLINES, INC.; 
AIRLINE STEWARDS AND 
STEWARDESSES ASSOCIATION, 
LOCAL 551, TRANSPORT WORKERS 
UNION OF AMERICA. ~O, 
Defendants. 
UNDA KNOX-SCHILLlNOER, et al., 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
TRANS WORLD AlRLINES, INC., 
DefendaDt. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
PROOF OF CLAIM FORM 
AND RELEASE OF CLAIMS 
CML ACTION NO. 
CV 76-2899-MRP 
CIVIL ACTION NO. 
CV 8O-184S-MRP 
APPBNPQC 3 TO SEm.BMBNT AQR5HMHNT AND ORDER 
TO: 
PROOF OF CLAIM FORM AND REI BME OF CLAIMS 
All former aDd present femal~ flight attc~ employees of Trans World Airlines, IDe., 
("TWA It) who were employed by TWA on or after JUDe 22, 1972 and who took or were 
placed on maternity leave of absence at any time on or after April 20, 1971 through 
March 25, 1984. 
21 IMPORTANT: THIS CLAIM: FORM MUST BE COMPLETED AND RETURNED IN THE 
ENCLOSED, SELF-ADDRESSED, POSTAGE-PAID RETURN ENVELOPE TO 
22 "CLAIMANTS IN EEOC v. TWA", P.O. Box , WASHINGTON, D.C. 20000. YOU 
MUST MAIL THE COMPLETED CLAIM FORM SO THAT IT IS POSTMARKED NO 
23' LATER THAN SIXTY (60) DAYS AFl'ER YOU RECEIVED IT. 
24 
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FllLL AND COMPLETE ANSWERS ARE NECESSARY IN ORDER TO DETERMINE 
YOUR ELIGIBn..ITY FOR RELIEF. FAILURE TO COMPLETE THIS FORM 
2 PROPERLY MAY RESULT IN DISQUALIFICATION. PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY. 
3 I. CLAIMANT IDENTIFICATION 
4 A. CLAIMANT: 
5 Present Name 
First 
6 
7 Present Address 
Street 
8 
9 City Stare 
10 Phone Numbers 
Home Work 
11 
12 
Social Security 
Number 
13 TWA Employee 
Number 
14 
Former Names 
15 While Fmployed With 
16 
TWA (if applicable) 
17 
Name of Spouse! 
Family Member Who 
Lives With You 
18 First Middle LaSt 
19 Work Number of 
Spouse/Family Member 
20 Who Lives With You 
Work 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
. 22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Name 
B. CONTACT PERSON (OTHER THAN SPOUSE OR FAMILY MEMBER WHO 
RESIDES WITH YOU) AND PHONE NUMBER 
FlI'St Middle LiSt 
Preselll Address 
Street 
city State 
Phone Numbers 
ll. 
Home 
INSIRUcrtONS FOR COMPLETING FORM 
Print or type all information requested. 
Work 
When you have completed the Proof of Claim Form and Release below, SIGN, 
DATB AND HAVE IT NOTARIZED at the eDd of Part IV on page 9 and 
REl1JRN IT IMMEDIATELY (no later than 60 days after you receive it). 
If you wish to make any additional COIIIIDeIdIt print or type them on a separate 
sheet and staple that sheet to your claim form. 
Fill out the form below if you wen: employed by TWA as a tligbt attcDdaDl at 
any time on or after Iune 22, 1972 for BACH matemi1y leave of absence you 
were placed on between April 20, 1971 through March 25, 1984. You may be 
eligible for relief if you were placed on maternity leave during the applicable 
period. but did not give birth. ~t because of a miscmiage. 
Please provide the information requested. You need not supply supporting 
documentation at this time. However. it may be requested of you later should 
any question arise as to the accuracy of the information you have submitted. 
PROOF OF CLAIM FORM: MATERNITY LEA YES OF ABSENCE ON OR 
AFfER APRIL 20, 1971 
1. Number of maternity leaves of absence between April 20. 1971 and March 25, 
1984: __________ _ 
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7 
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For each pregnancy. please provide the following infonnation: 
~g~yl: ______ ~~~~~~ __ ~~ ______ -,~ ____ ~ 
EStimated date of conception Delivery Date 
(mo/day/yr) (mo/day/yr) or 
Not Applicable 
Approximate dates of maternity leave: _~--.-____________ _ 
Start End 
(mo/day/yr) (mo/day/yr) 
Would you have continued to work at any time after you wen: placed on forced 
maternity leave if TWA permitted you to do so? Yes No . 
P~~y2: ___ ~ __ ~~ __ r-_~ ______ ~~ __ ~~ 
Delivery Date 
(mo/day/yr)or 
Not Applicable 
Approximate dates of maternity leave: _~~ ____ ---.~ __ _ 
Start EIid 
(mo/day/yr) (molday/yr) 
Would you have condmJed to work at any time after you we~ placed on forced 
maternity leave if TWA permitted you to do so1 Yes No . 
P~~y3: ___ ---.~~-r~~~~~ ______ ~~~~ 
Delivery Date 
(mo/day/yr) or 
Not Applicable 
Approximate dates of maternity leave: ---..---------.......-r---Start EIid 
(mo/day/yr) (mo/day/yr) 
Would you have continued to work at any time after you we~ placed OD forced 
maternity leave if TWA permitted you to do so? Yes No 
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1S 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 m. 
22 
Pregnancy 4: ---'f":'::=-:::-::r"""'7::'':':'"''''::-L'''''':~:''':''::'':~----'R''"'';-r---=--
Estimated date of conception Delivery Date 
(mo/day/yr) (mo/day/yr) or 
Not Applicable 
Approximate dates of maternity leave: _~:-:-::: _____ ...... -;-__ _ 
Start End 
(molday/yr) (mo/day/yr) 
Would you have continued to work at any time after you were placed. on forced. 
maternity leave if TWA permitted you to do so? Yes No 
Pre~y5: _______ -.~~~~~~~~~ ______ ~~~~ 
EStimated date of conception Delivery Date 
(mo/day/yr) (mo/day/yr) or 
Not Appl.ic:able 
Approximate dates of maternity leave: _~:-:-::: _____ ~-;-__ _ 
Start End 
(mo/day/yr) (mo/day/yr) 
Would y.ou have contil11Jt'A1 to work at any time after you were placed OD. forced 
maternity leave if TWA permitted you to do so? Yes No 
Pre~y6: ____ -,~~~~~~~~~ ______ ~~~~ 
EStiiDIted date of conceptiOD. nenvery Date 
(mo/day/yr) (molday/yr)or 
Not Applicable 
Approximate dates of maternity leave: _.......,...~ ________ -.--__ _ 
Start Eii1 
(mo/day/yr) (mo/day/yr) 
Would you have continued to work at any time after you were placed." on forced 
maternity leave if TWA permitted you to do so? Yes No 
RELEASE OF CLAIMS: 
1. I, ______ , in consideration for an award of ten (to) special class 5 
23 travel vouchers per covered pregnancy provided to me pursuant to the terms of the Settlement 
24 Agreement in the above-titled lawsuits, and as explained in the Notice of Settlement which I 
25 have received and read, hereby fully, irrevocably and unconditionally release and discharge all 
26 of my rights and claims I have or might have under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
27 
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1 ("Title VII"), 42 U.S.C. § 2000e ~ seg., as amended, against Trans World Airlines. Inc. and 
2 Independent Federation of Flight Attendants ("IFFA ") arising out of any actions. conduct, 
3 decisions, behavior or events relating to sex d,iscrimjnation relating to TWA's fonner flight 
4 attendant maternity leave policy at issue in these lawsuits occurring prior to the effective date 
S of this Release. As used in this Notice, the term "claims" refers to any Title VB claims, 
6 demarvls, damages, grievances, actions, causes of action or suits of any kind or DaI1U'e 
7 wbatsoever, before any local. state or fc:dera1 court. or before any local, state or federal 
8 administrative body or agency or any other body empowered to grant relief, which I bave bad, 
9 may now bave, or may hereafter bave, relating to TWA's former mandatory flight att.eadant 
10 maternity leave policy requiring leave upon notice of pregoa.ncy with the exception of any claims 
11 as to DOlH:Omplia.oce with the specific provisions of this agreement. I also agree to waive my 
12 rights, if any, UDder Section 1542 of the Civil Code of tile State of California, to the extent it 
13 may apply to Title VB claims relatiDg to TWA's former DIIndatory flight atteDdant maternity 
14 leave policy requiring leave upon notice of pregnancy. This Release sbal1 be binding upon 
IS myself, my legal repn:sentati-ves, heirs, successors and assigns. 
16 2. The special class S travel voucbers I am receiving under the terms of the 
17 Settlement Agreement are full, fair and complete payment for the release of all such claims by 
18 me. I agree that the only consideration for my signing this Release are the terms stated above, 
19 and that no other promise or agreement of any kind.bas been made to or with me by any other 
20 person or entity to cause me to execute this Release. 
21 3. The existence and execution of this Release sbaU not be considered or be 
22 admissible in any proceeding as an admission by TWA and/or IFFA, of any wrongdoing, 
23· violation, liability, error or omission. 
24 4. The provisions of this Release are severable, and if any pan of it is found to be 
25 unenforceable, the other paragraphs or other parts shall remain fully valid and enforceable. 
26 5. By signing this Release, I acknowledge that I bave read this Release carefully and 
27 
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I understand all its tenns. I understand that if I do not sign and rerum this Release within sixty 
2 (60) calendar days after the date that I received it, I may not receive any relief provided by the 
3 Settlement Agreement. I understand that I may revoke this Release within seven (7) days from 
4 the date on whic~ I sign it, in which case this Release shall be ineffective and of no legal force. 
S In the event I revoke this Release within seven (7) days from the date on which I sign it, any 
6 and all obligations of TWA created by this Release shall be terminated. I acknowledge that 
7 before signing this Release, I was given at least twenty-ooe (21) days to review it with paIODS 
8 of my choosing, including my attorney, and that I have sipccl it knowingly and voluntarily. 
9 6. I understand that the information contaiDCd in this Proof of Claim and Release 
10 may be subject to further investigation and discovery under federallawt aDd I agree to furnish 
11 additional information to support this claim if required to do so. UDder penalty of perjury, I 
12 state that I am a person entitled to receive relief under the Settlement Agreement and my 
13 signature signifies acc:eptance of all of the te."IDS and COII.tidons of the Release. 
14 
IS 
16 
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1 DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY: 
2 I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing in the Proof of Claim form 
3 and in this Release is a true and correct statement of ~ facts to the best of my knowledge and 
4 belief. I submit to the jurisd~on of the United States District Court for the CeDtra1 District 
5 of California with respect to my claim as a class member and agree to be boUDd by and subject 
6 to the terms of the Settlement Agreement. 
7 
12 The above-identified person. baving personally appeared before me and proved to me on 
the basis of satisfadory evidence to be the person whose oame is subscribed above, 
13 ackDowledaed to me that she executed the foregoing Proof of Claim and Release. 
14 
15 Notary PUbliC 
16 
Subscribed and sworn before me, 
17 this _ day of • 1995. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
My commission expires: ______ _ 
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